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As the nation drowns in a sea of debt and
over-regulation and as government offers
no clear solutions, constitutional lawyer
Jonathan Emord presents a bold plan to
restore the republic. Drawing from law,
history, and economics, Emord explains
that each obstacle to power and arbitrary
will that the Founding Fathers placed in the
Constitution
has
been
abandoned,
transforming the limited federal republic
defined by the Constitution (protective of
individual liberty and sovereignty) into an
unlimited
bureaucratic
oligarchy
antithetical to the Constitution. It is that
transformation which created the seeds that
have grown into limitless government,
corruption, regulation of all aspects of life,
destruction of free enterprise, planned
economies, and a deprivation of economic
and civil liberty. Having identified
precisely why and how the United States
has lost its foundational principles and its
rights basis, Emord then charts a bold
course to resurrect power limiting
doctrines, eliminate excess government,
and restore individual sovereignty and
liberty. Indeed, Emord offers a detailed
plan for deregulating markets and weaning
Americans from entitlements (including
Social Security and Medicare), without
leaving dependents destitute. In his
foreword, Ron Paul describes Restore the
Republic as ... an invaluable explanation of
how constitutional bulwarks against big
government were eroded-and how we can
rebuild them, concluding that the book is
highly recommended for all interested in
regaining our lost liberties and restoring
our republic.
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About Restore the Republic Our republic is imperiled. At a time of unprecedented government spending, historic
deficits, and gathering foreign threats, America stands at a crossroads. Restore the Republic: Jonathan Emord, Ron Paul:
9780984991310 - 10 min - Uploaded by The Templin InstituteThe Rebel Alliance grew from a scattered collection of
cells to a united front capable of Restore the Republic on Twitter: #StarLord so I could steal his - 21 min - Uploaded
by PerStephieSupport Me Here At This Link This intelligence report was hosted by Tads Talkshoe on March The
Republic Restored - The Last Years of the Roman Republic - 4 min - Uploaded by Truth Will Never Disappear - We
Are AwakeJeff Sessions - Constitutional Law https:///mzUnj4cw6s0 Please Support this channel Our Last Hope to
Restore the Republic - YouTube So do we have word of God confirmat that it is in fact the Alliance to Restore the
Republic appearing in Star Wars 7 as opposed to a canonical New Republic, Republic for the United States of America
Information about the Last night President Obama awakened a renewed spirit of national service. The American
Republic must now respond. Almost 2500 years Busted - They Never Intended To Restore The Republic - YouTube
The Emperor Claudius supposedly annoyed his courtiers by frequently suggesting Rome restore the republic. In The
Next Conservatism, the Restoring the Republic: Arguments for a Second American Restoring the Republic: Arguments
for a Second American Revolution - Kindle edition by Lawrence Sellin. Download it once and read it on your Kindle
device,
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